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Quick start

1) Unzip the plugin file inside your plugins folder, either on your project or inside UnrealEngine
installation folder.

2) Open the plugins tab and activate AlterMesh
3) Open the project settings, on AlterMesh section, Select the path to your Blender executable
4) Open Blender
5) Add a geometry nodes to the default cube
6) Add a transform node
7) Connect the inputs to the Group Input
8) Save and Close
9) Drag the saved file to the UnrealEngine content browser
10) Drag the asset into the viewport

Your first tool is created!



Exposing Parameters

AlterMesh will only allow editing inputs connected to the Group Input

Material (red) and Geometry (green) inputs are ignored. All materials will be matched by name, use
Object inputs for geometry.

Object inputs are handled differently by AlterMesh, allowing you to specify a Geometry Class



Object and Collection
Object inputs are handled by Geometry Classes in Unreal. You can specify a Geometry Class for each
object input, or multiple for collections

There are 6 geometry classes by default, you can also create your own. See Extending Geometry
Inputs

Asset or Blueprint
This class allows exporting assets as geometry. If the asset is a blueprint, it will harvest all static meshes
inside of it.

If the asset/blueprint is not modified by the geometry nodes (I.e. Realize Instances), the converter will
place copies of the asset instead of importing geometry. Allowing Geometry nodes to scatter blueprints
containing any component, audio, lights, spawners, etc.

If you want to instance, the object info node must have “As Instance” checked.

Use cases:
Bevelling an asset.
Scattering stones.
Instancing actors.

Spline
Allow using a spline to generate a curve inside of Blender.

Use cases:
Tubes and pipes.
Road generator.
Lake outliner.

Landscape
Export the landscape to be used inside geometry nodes.

Use cases:
Foliage on top of landscape.
Controlling generators based on landscape height.



Actor
Export the static meshes inside an actor, while keeping that actor transform

Use cases:
Scattering on top of an actor.
Generate a cable between two actors.

Particle Data
Export a point cloud generated by a particle system.
Requires an Export Data Interface being called on one of the emitters.

Use cases:
Sampling distance field using particles.
Generate a mesh from a GPU simulation

Transform only
Export a single point to blender. Equivalent to empties. You can specify location, scale and rotation.

Use cases:

Control the endpoints of a bridge.
Center point of an explosion.



Importing Attributes (UV/Colors)
Currently attributes are hardcoded: Use an attribute named UVMap for UVs and an attribute named Col
for VertexColors

Importing multiple attributes is planned.



Asset Configuration
Upon importing, the asset will be configured to point Blender towards your file and object that contains
the geometry nodes modifier. In case your file contains multiple objects, it will be created one asset for
each object.

That means if any changes are done to the filename or object name, the asset will break.
Any changes must also be reflected on the asset configuration.

The Filename points to your .blend file and is relative to your project folder. And allows you to submit
your files to source control to be used by your team.

Object name should be the object that contains the geometry nodes modifier, if no object is specified,
the first object with geometry nodes found will be used instead.

Coordinate space dictates if objects will be imported relative to their pivot, or relative to the center of the
world.

Converter Class will be used when you click the Convert button. That is just a handy way to always use
that class on a specific asset, if not selected, the convert button will prompt you to choose a class.

Materials
Every material contained in your scene will be shown in the asset, so you can select the default material
for each one.

As your geometry nodes may use different materials depending on your selected params, AlterMesh will
match materials by name.



C++: Extending Geometry Inputs
Creating a new geometry type will allow you to create a custom exporter.
In this example, we will write an exporter that will create geometry based on the bounding box of a
selected actor:

Start by inheriting UAlterMeshGeometryBase.
Next, implement ShouldExport and Export functions.

UCLASS(meta=(DisplayName="Geometry Example: Bounding Box"))
class ALTERMESHEXAMPLESEDITOR_API UAlterMeshExamplesGeometryBoundingBox :
public UAlterMeshGeometryBase
{

GENERATED_BODY()
public:

UPROPERTY(EditAnywhere, BlueprintReadWrite)
AActor* Actor;

virtual bool ShouldExport() override { return !!Actor; }
virtual void Export(FAlterMeshExport& Exporter) override;

};

In ShouldExport you will check if all necessary variables are set.

and in Export you write your geometry to AlterMesh

void UAlterMeshExamplesGeometryBoundingBox::Export(FAlterMeshExport&
Exporter)
{

Super::Export(Exporter);

FVector Origin, Extent;
Actor->GetActorBounds(false, Origin, Extent);
FBox Bounds = FBox::BuildAABB(FVector::ZeroVector, Extent);

// Create a cube from bounds
TArray<FVector> Vertices;
TArray<int32> Indices;
UAlterMeshExamplesLibrary::MakeCube(Bounds, Vertices, Indices);

// Convert scene
for (FVector& Vertex : Vertices)
{

Vertex = Exporter.ToBlenderMatrix.TransformPosition(Vertex);
}

Exporter.WriteArray(Vertices);



Exporter.WriteArray(Indices);
}

Now create a python file to import this geometry in Plugins/AlterMesh/Source/Extern

import bpy
from library import Reader
import numpy as np

def import_obj(object_name):
locations = Reader(np.float32).as_list(3)
indices = Reader(np.int32).as_array(3)

#create a mesh
mesh = bpy.data.meshes.new("NewMesh")
obj = bpy.data.objects.new(mesh.name, mesh)

mesh.from_pydata(locations, [], indices)

return obj

def used_for_object(obj):
False

def get_defaults(obj):
pass

if used_for_object function is implemented, you can set this class to be default for a certain type of
object. E.g UAlterMeshGeometrySpline is the default type for curves.

With get_defaults you can import the default geometry for that object. E.g. UAlterMeshGeometrySpline
will import default spline points.

Reads and Writes happen sequentially, you must write and read values in the same order.



C++: Creating new Converters
Creating new converters allows importing the generated mesh differently.
In this example, instead of converting to a static mesh, we will convert to a procedural mesh containing
the bounding box of the imported geometry:

Start by inheriting UAlterMeshConverterBase.
Then override the Convert function.

UCLASS(BlueprintType, Blueprintable, meta=(DisplayName="Converter Example:
Convert to Bounding box"))
class UAlterMeshExamplesConverterBoundingBox : public
UAlterMeshConverterBase
{

GENERATED_BODY()
public:

UAlterMeshExamplesConverterBoundingBox();

// Properties added here will be prompted for user input
UPROPERTY(EditAnywhere)
UMaterialInterface* Material;

virtual void Convert(AAlterMeshActor* InActor) override;
};

In Convert you can iterate the geometry and do your necessary conversion

void UAlterMeshExamplesConverterBoundingBox::Convert(AAlterMeshActor*
InActor)
{

// If you inherited from UAlterMeshConverterStaticMesh call this to create
the StaticMesh assets
// Super::Convert(InActor);

// And this would contain your newly created meshes, or the replacement
meshes/blueprints
// ConverterSteps[i].AssetToUse

FBox Bounds;

// Find the bounds of all meshes and all instances
ForEachSection(InActor, [&](FAlterMeshSection& Section)
{

FBox MeshBounds = FBox(Section.Vertices);
for (FMatrix InstanceMatrix : Section.Instances)
{

Bounds += MeshBounds.TransformBy(InstanceMatrix);
}



});

FActorSpawnParameters SpawnInfo;
SpawnInfo.OverrideLevel = InActor->GetLevel();
SpawnInfo.SpawnCollisionHandlingOverride =

ESpawnActorCollisionHandlingMethod::AlwaysSpawn;
SpawnInfo.bNoFail = true;

// Proc mesh to display bounds
AActor* NewActor = InActor->GetWorld()->SpawnActor<AActor>(SpawnInfo);
UProceduralMeshComponent* ProcMesh =

NewObject<UProceduralMeshComponent>(NewActor);
NewActor->SetRootComponent(ProcMesh);
NewActor->AddInstanceComponent(ProcMesh);
ProcMesh->RegisterComponent();
NewActor->SetActorTransform(InActor->GetActorTransform());

if (Material)
{

ProcMesh->SetMaterial(0, Material);
}

// Create a cube from bounds
TArray<FVector> Vertices;
TArray<int32> Indices;
UAlterMeshExamplesLibrary::MakeCubeFromBox(Bounds, Vertices, Indices);

TArray<FVector> Normals;
TArray<FVector2D> UVs;
TArray<FColor> Colors;
TArray<FProcMeshTangent> Tangents;
ProcMesh->CreateMeshSection(0, Vertices, Indices, Normals, UVs, Colors,

Tangents, false);
}



Creator Guidelines
Here are some rules of thumb when creating generators for AlterMesh. Of course, those can be different
depending on your use case.

● Use Placeholders
By using cubes and spheres instead of actual objects, you can swap those objects inside unreal, making
your generator more generic.

● Do not realize instances unless needed
Each instanced object is imported as a different mesh. Repeated instances are imported Only once.
Toggle the As Instance checkbox on object info nodes.

● Break large objects down
Huge objects (such as roads) have downsides. Break it down into multiple instances each few meters.

● Triangle count and LOD
LODs are built upon converting to mesh, but LODs cannot deal with disconnected geometry, so keep an
extra care with foliage, geometry such as leaves in a tree or individual petals on a flower cannot be
LODed.
Use as few triangles as possible. If your generator has too many triangles, consider creating a proxy
mesh checkbox.

Runtime use
Runtime usage is not yet implemented.



Gotchas
This page will show some common mistakes that can easily be avoided.

Nothing shows up!
Most common cause is that you didn’t set up your executable path in
Project settings -> AlterMesh -> Executable path

Also make sure the .blend file you are trying to import and the executable path are the same blender
version.

If you still can’t get it to work, try looking at the output log.

use altermesh.debugprocessoutput 1 to enable debugging
use altermesh.debuginteractive 1 to enable launching a visible blender instance

Curve cannot be edited
If you created a curve and it is not showing up to be edited in Unreal

Make sure your object is exposed, use an Object input instead of Geometry Input, only Objects inputs
are exposed to Unreal

Inside Unreal change the object class of your parameter to be Spline



Object is not instancing

To create an instance of an existing Unreal asset, you cannot realize instances inside blender.

Mind that the object info will realize the instance by default

You have to check the As Instance checkbox to enable instancing.



License
Python scripts under /Plugins/AlterMesh/Source/Extern are GPL and all new python code placed under
/Extern/ should be GPL too, and should NOT be linked or loaded by any Game/Engine code. Read full
GPL license

The rest of AlterMesh uses a proprietary license: Read full text

Games and Software created using AlterMesh can choose any license compatible with the above and
with UnrealEngine license.

https://altermesh.com/eula

